
 

Blancpain’s “Pastel Joaillerie” collection to be launched  

on St. Valentine’s Day 2001 
 

Watchmaking passion for the love of a woman 
 
 

Dedicating the very best of the art of watchmaking to the sensitivity of a woman. Frédéric-Emile 

Blancpain paved the way for this horological vocation in 1931, when he created the ladies’ 

version of the famous “Rolls” designed by Parisian watchmaker-jeweller Léon Hatot. For the first 

time in history, the mechanical wristwatch was no longer exclusive to gentlemen.  

Ever since, Blancpain’s passion for watchmaking has known no discrimination. After the world’s 

smallest round watch and the success of the irresistible “Lady Bird” in 1956, Blancpain decided 

to offer ladies some of the most beautiful mechanical complications. This desire gave rise to the 

first moonphase watch for ladies (1984), followed by the fascinating minute-repeater model 

(1988) and finally the first flyback chronograph for ladies, a genuine navigation instrument 

previously reserved for gentlemen (1996). 

 

With the dawn of the first St. Valentine’s day of the new millennium, the prestige branches of 

jewellery and watchmaking join forces: Blancpain presents its Pastel range. Three veritable jewel 

watches which combine form, function and colour to appeal to ladies who appreciate the latest 

watchmaking technology in their jewellery. 

 

The first model in the collection is a masterpiece of horological miniaturisation, jealously 

guarding the smallest self-winding watch movement in the world: the calibre 0615, which is a 

mere 15.3mm in diameter and 3.7mm in thickness.  

 

The second is a gem with a mechanical movement – of more generous proportions – equipped 

with the calibre 951, offering a version with date window at 6 o’clock.  

 

And for aficionados of new complications, the flyback chronograph is equipped with the calibre 

F185, with a diameter of 25.6mm and a thickness of 5.4mm. 

 

Genuine technical prowess that is wonderfully encapsulated by an elegantly feminine design. A 

tribute to the Blancpain master watchmakers’ empathy with feminine values.  

Born of the same affection for a woman, the three models all have a common theme: their pastel 

colour, which reflects the softest of emotions and the delicate seductive power that only a woman 

possesses. The dial, with its lined motif and stamped back, matches the colour of the satin 

bracelet: light grey, tea rose, cream…. And to further enhance the charm of the lady wearing it, 

the bezel is studded with diamonds. 

 

Available in 18-carat white or rose gold, the Pastel Joaillerie watches by Blancpain are prestige 

watchmaking’s passionate statement on feminine beauty. What better love letter to send to your 

Valentine in 2001? 

 

For further information: Blancpain Communication Department 

Tel. ++ 41 21 796 36 23 Fax ++41 21 796 36 38  

E-mail : nicole.monnard@blancpain.com 



Technical characteristics 

 

Definition :    Pastel Joaillerie, ladies’ collection 

 

References:    for the model illustrated: 2385F-192GC-52 

Definition self-winding flyback chronograph, Pastel Joaillerie 

collection, case in 18-carat white gold, matching light-grey 

dial and bracelet  

 

Movement :    0062-    : Calibre 0615,  

     diameter 15.30 mm, thickness 3.70 mm 

     0096-    : Calibre 953,  

     diameter 20.40 mm, thickness 3.25 mm  

     2385F-   : Calibre F185 

    diameter 25.60 mm, thickness 5.50 mm 

 

No. of components in the movement : 0062-   : 180 components, 29 rubies 

No. of rubies in the movement:  0096-   : 165 components, 21 rubies 

      2385F-  :  308 components, 37 rubies 

       

Power reserve:    0062-     up to 42 hours 

      0096-     up to 40 hours 

      2385F-    up to 40 hours 

 

Case:      18-carat white or rose gold 

 

Bezel:      Studded with a ring of diamonds 

      0062-   : 30 diamonds, totalling 0.6cts 

      0096-   : 36 diamonds, totalling 1.1cts 

      2385F-   : 32 diamonds, totalling 2.6cts 

 

Water-resistant to:    30 m 

           

Dial:      Flamed pastel colour, stamped back 

Depending on the model: light grey, tea rose, 

anthracite, ivory 

0062- and 0096-: Index four Roman quarters and 

“cabochon” diamond 

2385F: Arabic numbers  

 

Hands:  0062-and 0096-: Rounded leaf hands, rhodium-

plated or 4N gold plated 

2385F: Faceted lozenge 

 

Bracelet :     Satin fabric.  

Depending on the model: light grey, tea rose, 

anthracite, ivory 

 

Box:      Square box in black leather  

  


